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“A truly instructive volume of diverse studies on a range of subjects that does justice to the novel’s own representational diversity and plenitude of culture.”

—Anthony C. Yu
University of Chicago

The Story of the Stone (or Dream of the Red Chamber), a Chinese novel by Cao Xueqin and continued by Gao E, tells of an amazing garden, of a young man’s choice between two beautiful women, of his journey toward enlightenment, and of the moral and financial decline of a powerful family. Published in 1792, it depicts virtually every facet of life in eighteenth-century China—and has influenced culture in China ever since.
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“A penetrating and unsurpassed portrait not only of Roth but of the country he inhabited.” —ROBERT SPOOL

“Gertzman is to be commended for braiding together so many underappreciated strands of twentieth-century literary, legal, and cultural history.” —PAUL K. SAINT-AMOUR

“The story of a puzzling, contradictory, and often appealing figure, whose torturous and fascinating trail Gertzman chronicles with wit and insight.” —MARY DEARBORN

Hardcover $74.95 | ISBN 978-0-8130-4417-0
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